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WHY WELLBING? THE DRIVERS FOR CHANGE>
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There is now a greater understanding of how the working environment 
affects people in both a positive and negative way.

The global pandemic has underlined the importance of an effectively 
controlled workplace for employee wellbeing and productivity. >
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World Green Building Council

Example: After switching to new, ‘healthy’ offices…
Australian Health Insurer Medibank

Absenteeism is down by 5%

-5% 2/3

Two-thirds of staff report 
feeling healthier

World Green Building 
Council - Report

‘Building the Business Case: 
Health, Wellbeing and 
Productivity in Green 
Offices’
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World Green Building Council

A rise in the rates of absence in some countries
– 2 examples:

Working days lost to physical and mental illness

Netherlands 
Sick leave affects  47%

of all employees and costs 
employers

€11.5 Billion / Year

47%
€11.5 Billion

£30 
Billion

UK
Mental Health Issues cost

employers £30 Billion
Loss of production, absence 

and recruitment

World Green Building 
Council - Report

‘Building the Business Case: 
Health, Wellbeing and 
Productivity in Green 
Offices’
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UK Health and Safety Executive

28.2 million working days 
lost due to work-related ill-health or injuries during 2018/19

Each ill person took around 15.1 days off work during this period (average)

12.8 Million 
Days

For every £1 cost to 
businesses in absenteeism

Additional £2.50 cost in 
presenteeism

Stress, Depression or 
anxiety 

Presenteeism
Defined as an ill person turning 
up to work and infecting other 

colleagues
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Then………..in December 2019……..
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The Coronavirus 
killed more than 
1.6 million and  
infected more 
than 76 million in 
2020 

Source: New York Post March 
2021.



Covid Impacts on Workingic

• The Coronavirus pandemic has 
been the catalyst for a complete 
re-thinking of buildings’ use. 

• Some have feared that the ‘office 
is dead’.

• Many organisations including 
Public Sector are moving to 
‘hybrid’ models of working on a 
permanent basis.
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Healthy Buildings for Employees
Survey by Kronos Inc in June 2020 

74% of employees in the UK trust their employer to 
create a physically safe and healthy work environment in 
the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic. 
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Carbon Lighthouse
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*Source Workinmind.org

https://www.carbonlighthouse.com/
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Harvard University: 
Internationally acclaimed 
principles… 

‘9 Foundations for a Healthy 
Building’.



Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) 
(the impact of over exposure to C02)c

.
• Employers should ensure that CO2 levels 

remain within certain limits.

• A concentration of 400 to 1000ppm is 
preferable in occupied indoor spaces. 

• Higher CO2 levels can have serious implications 
for health.

• A concentration of 1000 to 2000ppm can lead 
to complaints of drowsiness, headaches, poor 
concentration, sleepiness, increased heart rate 
and slight nausea.
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IAQ – What do the regs say?>
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The importance of controlling C02 levels
An emphasis on CO2 exposure should be an integral part of any wellbeing-driven improvements. 

Here are some top tips:

• Engage a specialist to undertake a risk assessment and make recommendations about the number 
and placement of CO2 sensors

• Ensure compliance with national standards and legislation regarding CO2 exposure

• Where possible, select CO2 detection technologies (NDIR) – that can be fully integrated with 
building management systems – ensuring that CO2 monitoring and reporting is always available.
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“
HOW CAN WE 
HELP?
How can BMS technology and 
cloud services play a vital roll?  
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BMS & CLOUD CONTROLS
HEALTHY BUILDINGS
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C02 Sensors 
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C02 Sensors 

CO2 < 800 ppm 800 ppm > CO2 < 1000 ppm CO2 > 1000 ppm
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Selecting a suitable BMS – (Building Management System)

• A well-designed and integrated BMS will bring multiple benefits to companies 
and building owners. 

• New-build or a retrofit project, a BMS needs to be able to work with the 
building plant and systems of today – and tomorrow. 

• A BMS should have flexible integration capabilities as a core functionality of 
the system.

• Users should consider the level of control required and the technical skill-set 
of those who will be using the system.

• A BMS must be suitable for use by non-technical managers, who can ensure a 
comfortable and healthy climate is provided.
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How does BMS work
The Elements

A Sensor – to measure the 
temperature

A Controller  - to compare the actual 
temperature with the desired value and 
to instruct, or enable the final control 
element

A final control element
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How does BMS work
Functional Explanation

The BMS Controller gives out 
nominally a 5V DC signal to the 
temperature sensor 

As the temperature changes across the 
Sensor – this alters the value of the 
resistance that is received and read by the 
controller

This creates an in-balance in the controller, which is 
looking for a setpoint by way of a resistive value . 
The controller then drives the final control element to 
get back to the required resistance value from the 
temperature sensor  
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How does BMS work
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How does BMS work – (Local Interfaces)
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Connection to The Cloud – What is Internet of Things (IoT)?

“Simply put, this is the concept of 
basically connecting any device with 
an on and off switch to the Internet 
(and/or to each other)”. 

“The ability to transfer data without 
requiring human interaction”.
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Connection to The Cloud – How does it work

Cloud Connector (IoT)

Any device, 
anywhere, 

anytime
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SECURITY HIGHLIGHTS

Use of Azure Active directory:
Priva does not store usernames and passwords. We use Microsoft Azure Active 
Directory as an identity provider. Microsoft has taken extensive measures to 
comply with standards and legislation. One of these compliancy standards is 
ISO/IEC 27018. These compliancy standards are regularly audited.

Azure Active directory

ISO/IEC
27018
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SECURITY HIGHLIGHTS

Cloud
Blue ID

Only outbound communication possible (from the Building to the Cloud)
No unsolicited communication is allowed, this prevents the building from being 
hacked from the outside.
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SECURITY HIGHLIGHTS

Blue ID

Note: this technology is called ‘shared access signature’

Connections are authenticated
The connections can only be made if the right key is used

Cloud
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SECURITY HIGHLIGHTS

Cloud

Blue ID

Connections are authenticated
The connections can only be made if the right key is used

Secure 
https://
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Azure components are compartmented
In spite of all efforts, if hackers gain access they can’t get access to the full 
application but only a single component. This means that the problem can be 
contained to a single service.

SECURITY HIGHLIGHTS

App service Worker role Web-Job SQL Database Service bus

Azure 
component 1

Azure 
component 2

Azure 
component 3

Azure 
component 4

Azure 
component 5
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SECURITY HIGHLIGHTS

The Priva IoT gateway supports two separate networks.
Data traffic within the building is handled completely separately 
from data traffic outside the building (i.e. the Cloud)

Blue ID

Blue ID

Blue ID

Building Network

Cloud
Cloud connector

Internet
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EXAMPLE CLOUD CONNECTOR – 2 NETWORKS 

• Priva controllers separate network
• Cloud Connector access via network

Building Network

Cloud

Cloud connector Internet

192.168.0.10

192.168.0.11
192.168.0.13

192.168.0.12

IT Security by 
network provider

Office network users

Office network users

DHCP

Dedicated BMS 
Network
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EXAMPLE CLOUD CONNECTOR – 4G

• One network
• Cloud connector connected to network via one port ETH 3 DHCP
• 4G Router provides Internet 
• No connection to client network required

Technical Network

Cloud

Cloud connector

Internet

192.168.0.10

192.168.0.11
192.168.0.13

192.168.0.12

4G Router

DHCP 
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Cloud technology gives more possibilities

Automatic Reporting View and Adjust

Energy Analysis Alarm NotificationQR Code/Access to parameters   



MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

App switcher

Start image



MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

App switcher



GRAPHICS ON ANY DEVICE
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CO2 Analysis
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AUTOMATIC REPORTING
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AUTOMATIC REPORTING
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AUTOMATIC REPORTING
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ü THE PHONE APP IS FREE OF CHARGE
ü IT REQUIRES A VALID USER LOGIN FOR PRIVA ALARMS

• Notification and forwarding of alarms
• View historical alarms

• Acknowledge alarms (not to be confused with resetting 
alarms)

ALARMS APP
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ALARM NOTIFICATION CENTRE
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Energy In the cloud
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Energy Analysis

Overview of Energy Consumption

Reports of specific Energy Consumption 55



No server requirement
No maintenance/replacement of servers
Cloud services are always up to date
Secure connection and storage of data
OPEX not CAPEX (subscription based)
Early response (alarm app)
Remote analytics - no need to always visit site
Any device, anywhere, anytime

WHY CLOUD



ANY QUESTIONS
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

• https://priva-inside.com/new-priva-white-paper-is-a-call-
to-action-for-healthier-workspaces/

• https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/joseph-allen/healthy-
buildings/

• www.workinmind.org

THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
TIME & ATTENTION.

We are on Stand D30

https://priva-inside.com/new-priva-white-paper-is-a-call-to-action-for-healthier-workspaces/
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/joseph-allen/healthy-buildings/
http://www.workinmind.org/


12 - 13 October 2022 - ExCeL, London

We look forward to seeing you in 2022 at ExCeL, London


